Summer Space Festival 2022
Interesting to have to make an inspiring speech.
This raises questions for you.
I won’t talk about space, science... I’ll talk about you!
And I’ll be very concise
For me, they are 3 important attitudes in life
- Be passionate
- Have confidence in you
- Be positive
- When you are gathering this three attitudes, what can you
expect?
- you develop your skills
- you assert yourself without fear
- you progress
- you are inspired and you inspire the others
- you enthusiasm is infectious
- you federate around you
- you jump easier the obstacles
- people come to you
Everything become easier in your personal & professional life.
It doesn’t mean that everything is easy but you see the problem from
a different angle, from a different perspective and the way to find
solutions becomes clearer
You’ll work approximatively… 45 years! Have a vision for your life.
How do you see your life in 20 years? What is your goal?
Then try to define your trajectory. What is your dream in life?
It will help you make the best decisions that will go in the right
direction and you will get to your goal faster.

If you don’t define your trajectory, your decisions will go in all
directions and maybe you’ll never reach your target
Also don’t hesitate to ask question yourself and open your horizons.
Yesterday I was in a Space event, and a guy came to me, ask me if I’m
Dq Tilmans.
He told me he was present to the first Switch to Space.
I must tell you 2 words about Switch to Space which is an event
organised every 2 years to inform the students and young
professionals about the many domains in space with active
networking between Student, young professionals and space experts.
Switch to Space 3 is scheduled on 19 October!! You can already
register
The guy explained that in 2018 he was pursuing a PhD when he
decided to come to Switch to Space, and there thanks to many
presentations he realized that he had to change course. today he
works in space. He is super enthusiastic and very grateful
This to explain that a path is not straight. Opportunities arise often
when you don’t expect it.
Listen what you are feeling, don’t hesitate too long and take the best
decision.
Good opportunities come rarely twice
My conclusion: I gave you the keys
Be passionate
Have confidence in you
Love what you are doing
Make your life beautiful!
And above all, don’t forget to be happy!

